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Dear NRC: -n

The following are my environmental scoping comments. Co

I grew up in western Pennsylvania so I have gradually made the transition from accepting
nuclear power to totally rejecting it as a polluting power source let alone its
destructiveness. Many of my relatives worked in the nuclear industry. I understand.

I am encouraged that a technical leader country like Germany- no stranger to devastation -

is ahead of its target for renewable energy and is shutting down its reactors. The US should
follow in that example. The best option is simply to no longer make ANY nuclear waste.
Period.

There are many aspects to what the NRC should examine in any environmental impact
statement (EIS) under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) about the risks of on-
site high-level radioactive waste storage. Allow me to mention just a few of the more
important. I would assume that the NRC would conduct an exhaustive EIS that would delve
into many, many more facets of such an environmentally harmful industry.

These reactors were not meant to operate forever. Decommission them and do not
renew their licenses. For heavens sake, the very concrete everybody assumes
protects us is vulnerable to reactive deterioration in these plants.

• Hardened On-Site Storage (HOSS) is the very least that should be required at this
point.

Not much is said in the press about the dangers'of on-site in water storage of waste.
These'pools should be emptied and replaced with on-site dray casks, and well-
fortified ones at that.
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Water contamination whether it is straight groundwater or contamination of
surrounding lakes from which reactors get cooling water, must be minimized. Water
contamination should be documented and reported to everybody.

* The problem of surrounding lake water being too hot (due to global warming) to
actually cool the reactors and the wastes should not be overlooked.

These pools of radioactive waster can catch fire and should be reviewed in the EIS.
It is worthwhile noting that the pools at most U.S. atomic reactors contain several
times more high-level radioactive waste than does Fukushima Daiichi Unit 4.

In summary, I hope you put yourselves out of the business of regulating operating nuclear
plants and focus your efforts on dealing with radioactive waste. That would occupy all our
lifetimes. However, should your EIS not fully consider all the risks posed by nuclear power,
you will damn us all to an unsustainable and hazardous future.

Sincerely,

Kenneth M. Kukovich


